
INSTRUCTIONS
***PLEASE NOTE - WHEN SANDING MDF, THIS CAUSES DUST. APPROPRIATE VENTILATION IS
REQUIRED AND A MASK TO AVOID INHALATION.***

WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU READ THROUGH THE INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO BUILDING TO
FAMILIARISE YOURSELF WITH THE KIT AND HOW IT IS FITTED.

1. Bottom base ‘A’ does NOT require and priming. However, the rectangular hole is where the
fuelling spillage framing is and it is recommended that the inside of the hole is painted black (I used a
cheap black acrylic paint in a tube).
Take your piece of flexi-track and place over the base and mark where you need to remove the
sleepers from at either end. Once you have then removed these, place track inside the frame to
confirm that it fits correctly. Trim track accordingly to leave a couple of inches either end to join.

2 The base overlay ‘B’ comes in 2 pieces. Ideally, these require a light coating of primer to seal the
top surface and I used a Grey Primer. Alloy to dry.
If you are going to paint this top overlay in a different colour to the grey primer afterwards, it is
recommended that this is done prior to glueing to the base. We also masked off around the fuel
spillage frame then painted this in acrylic black. Weathering, adding oils spills etc can be done once
dry.
Once dry, glue the two pieces in position, again, matching up with the desired holes. Check! Secure in
place with clamps or weights to bond if required. REMEMBER: The track needs to remain in situ.

3. Centre Strip ‘C’ .Prime and paint accordingly as per the overlays. Once dry, glue this to the
sleepers using a strong adhesive and add small weights or use clamps to secure to make sure they
stick, or press and hold firmly for a few minutes. This has been tested with two locos for clearance but
you may need to lightly sand the edges of these strips should your locos have wider flanges. TEST
PRIOR TO FITTING FOR CLEARANCE.

4. There are 4x Main Frames ‘D’ and 4 Main Frames with side extension ‘E’ for the fuelling area. All 8
need to be primed prior to fitting. Before priming, mask off the bottom 3mm which is the depth of
the hole. You can gauge this as the frame with the fuelling extension, from the bottom of the frame
up to the first cross section is 3mm and replicate this height on the standard frames. It doesn’t have
to be exact but will make fitting these easier later when required. Again I use a grey primer for this.
Paint one side, allow to dry, then finish the other side. Allow to dry fully before fitting. The frames do
not need glueing down. All the additional frame supports will make these very secure.
*****HANDLE THESE WITH CARE*****

Next, all the framework supports (applicable to your kit) will require priming. These are parts:
F - 2x Main Frame Side Supports
G - 2x Main Frame Roof Supports (window kit version)
H - 2x Main Frame Roof Supports (non-window kit version0
I - 2x Top Frame Roof Supports (window kit version)
J - 2x Top Frame Roof Supports (non window kit version)

Once dry, glue the main frame side supports ‘F’ first. I used Deluxe ‘Speed Bond’ as this is easy to use
and dries quicker. I used a small brush to dab glue into the main frame recesses, then gently
manoeuvred one side frame in and fitted into place. I used wooden pegs to secure these at each end
and they give just the right pressure. Wipe away any excess glue with a small damp brush. Allow to
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dry. Repeat with the other main frame side support.
You now need to fit the main roof cross supports ‘G/H’, There are 2 main roof frame cross supports
and 2 top roof frame cross supports ‘I/J’. Fit the 2 main frame cross supports first, adding some glue in
the frame recesses. These should slot into the relevant recesses. Secure in place at each end with
wooden pegs. Allow to dry. Then glue the 2 top roof frame cross supports on, adding small amount of
glue into each main frame recess. These can also be held in place with wooden pegs . Allow to dry.

5. Prime both sides of the facia panels and under-garnish trims ‘P’ while it’s still in its template. Use a
sharp knife/blade to cut these out and remove. Although one side is already grey (we may use white
card both sides at times), it will not match the grey primer, so both sides require priming. These may
require trimming at the ends to match your length of the kit depending on how accurate it has all
been glued together. Dry test fit each piece to see and mark/trim accordingly.
Fit the under-garnish section to the undersides of the main frames first, below where the side facia
panels will be placed afterwards. Dab glue to the underside of the edge of each frame, place the
under-garnish card strip up to the frames and secure in place. These won’t take long to dry. Repeat on
the other side.
The side facia panels will require fitting next. Dry test fit to see whether your facia will need trimming.
The bottom facia panel needs to align with the edge of the under-garnish trim that you have just
fitted. Glue along the edge of the under-garnish trim and ends of the frames. Place the side facia up
to fit. Hold at each end to secure into place and then with your fingers, gently push the side facia trim
up against the end of the frames and the under-garnish making sure that it is in the same position and
make a nice 90 degree bond with the under-garnish strip. Hold the facia panel for a moment to allow
the glue to bond and then when done allow to dry.

6. Fuelling Area - N.B: The kit does NOT come with any fuelling items. These can either be scratch
built or sourced from other suppliers. If you are going to be adding these in at a later date, it may pay
to delay the fitting of the fuelling area top roof ‘S’. This will then allow you to place these items in the
area much easier than trying to access these from the other side and everything else in place!

Prime the roof panel ‘S’, Side panels ‘R’, End panels and inner panels ‘T’ Allow to dry. Then paint the
other sides. Allow to dry.
Fit the inner corrugated panels first. Glue along the frame supports. Offer up each inner panel and
push into place, making sure the recesses fit around the framework and into the right position. Then
fit the two end panels following the previous method. Then glue the 3 fuelling area side supports and
the roof support ‘Q’. These strips are very thin and fragile, so handle with care. Allow to dry fully
before proceeding.

The long side panel ‘R’ can now be glued into place and as mentioned above, delay fitting the roof
panel ‘S’ if you are going to fit your fuel pumps etc at a later date. If you are happy to place these in
afterwards, then glue this panel down AFTER you have fitted the main frame side corrugated panel.

7. Onto the roofing corrugated panels ‘L/M’ and ‘N/O’. Prime all 4 pieces on its corrugated sides,
again we used a grey primer. Allow to dry. Then repeat on the other side. Allow to dry.
Now remove the glazing panels ‘U’ from their sheet and glue these to the frame of the roof panels
window surrounds . A small amount of ‘Super Phatic or equivalent’ glue is used around the window
edge, using a very small brush. Using tweezers/or equivalent, gently drop the glazing into position,
press down and then allow to dry. Repeat this step for the other 27 windows. Remove any excess glue
immediately with a brush/paper towel.
Once fully dry, glue the main frame corrugated panels onto the framework, making sure that they are
the right way around. Press down to bond,use wooden pegs at the end if required. Repeat the
process with the two top frame roof corrugated panels. Be careful not to damage the corrugation of
the panels.

8. The roof windows have some nice inner frames ‘V’. These are within a template. Prime them in
the template, then with a sharp blade, cut each inner frame out and glue to each window pane. A



very small amount of glue is required. Wipe away any excess glue with a damp brush/paper towel.
Allow to dry.

9. The 2 main frame side corrugated panels ‘K’ need priming on both sides, allow to dry between
priming sides, then glue to the side framework. Allow to dry.

10. The apex roof capping ‘W’ can now be glued over the roof ridge to cover the joins. The capping
has been scored down the middle, so using your fingers, fold the capping over to make the ridge. Glue
on the underside of the capping strip and brush the glue so its covers the area. Gently lift up the
capping and fit making sure that it is as straight as can possibly be.

11. End Frame Cappings ‘X’ - BEFORE FITTING - The end cappings will require painting and
recommend that this is done prior to fitting if painting in a different colour. Also, If you are going to
be adding any rodding through the frame holes, these will need to be done prior to fitting the end
cappings. The holes are 0.5mm wide. Thread some wire/rodding through and glue at each end to
secure. Allow to dry.
You can then fit the end cappings with a small amount of glue. Allow to dry.

Congratulations - you have now completed your Gresty Servicing/Fuelling shed. It can be left in grey
primer or simply paint it in your desired colour.

These instructions may be updated at any time and it is always worth visiting our web site and the
Gresty product page to see if there have been any updates since your purchase prior to building your
kit.

If you have any questions or queries, or have found a certain way of building this kit that you think
may help others, I can be contacted via the product support page on the web site or those that use
Facebook, message myself on the Railway Laser Lines & Project Zero Facebook Page.

Facebook.com/railwaylaserlines
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